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Understanding Cisco Cybersecurity Fundamentals
Secfnd
Normal 0 false false false EN-US X-NONE X-NONE Your Cisco Networking Academy Course
Booklet is designed as a study resource you can easily read, highlight, and review on the go,
wherever the Internet is not available or practical: - The text is extracted directly, word-for-
word, from the online course so you can highlight important points and take notes in the "Your
Chapter Notes" section. - Headings with the exact page correlations provide a quick reference
to the online course for your classroom discussions and exam preparation. - An icon system
directs you to the online curriculum to take full advantage of the images embedded within the
Networking Academy online course interface and reminds you to perform the labs, Class
Activities, interactive activities, Packet Tracer activities, watch videos, and take the chapter
quizzes and exams. The Course Booklet is a basic, economical paper-based resource to help
you succeed with the Cisco Networking Academy online course.
Trust the best selling Official Cert Guide series from Cisco Press to help you learn, prepare,
and practice for exam success. They are built with the objective of providing assessment,
review, and practice to help ensure you are fully prepared for your certification exam. --Master
Cisco CCNA Security 210-260 Official Cert Guide exam topics --Assess your knowledge with
chapter-opening quizzes --Review key concepts with exam preparation tasks This is the eBook
edition of the CCNA Security 210-260 Official Cert Guide. This eBook does not include the
companion CD-ROM with practice exam that comes with the print edition. CCNA Security
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210-260 Official Cert Guide presents you with an organized test-preparation routine through
the use of proven series elements and techniques. “Do I Know This Already?” quizzes open
each chapter and enable you to decide how much time you need to spend on each section.
Exam topic lists make referencing easy. Chapter-ending Exam Preparation Tasks help you drill
on key concepts you must know thoroughly. CCNA Security 210-260 Official Cert Guide
focuses specifically on the objectives for the Cisco CCNA Security exam. Networking Security
experts Omar Santos and John Stuppi share preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you
identify areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills.
Material is presented in a concise manner, focusing on increasing your understanding and
retention of exam topics. Well regarded for its level of detail, assessment features,
comprehensive design scenarios, and challenging review questions and exercises, this official
study guide helps you master the concepts and techniques that will enable you to succeed on
the exam the first time. The official study guide helps you master all the topics on the CCNA
Security exam, including --Networking security concepts --Common security threats
--Implementing AAA using IOS and ISE --Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) --Fundamentals of
VPN technology and cryptography --Fundamentals of IP security --Implementing IPsec site-to-
site VPNs --Implementing SSL remote-access VPNs using Cisco ASA --Securing Layer 2
technologies --Network Foundation Protection (NFP) --Securing the management plane on
Cisco IOS devices --Securing the data plane --Securing routing protocols and the control plane
--Understanding firewall fundamentals --Implementing Cisco IOS zone-based firewalls
--Configuring basic firewall policies on Cisco ASA --Cisco IPS fundamentals --Mitigation
technologies for e-mail- and web-based threats --Mitigation technologies for endpoint threats
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CCNA Security 210-260 Official Cert Guide is part of a recommended learning path from Cisco
that includes simulation and hands-on training from authorized Cisco Learning Partners and
self-study products from Cisco Press. To find out more about instructor-led training, e-learning,
and hands-on instruction offered by authorized Cisco Learning Partners worldwide, please visit
http://www.cisco.com/web/learning/index.html.
& Learn the troubleshooting techniques that every IT professional running a Virtual Private
Network (VPN) must master & & Experience real-world solutions through practice scenarios in
each chapter & & An essential workplace reference guide for every VPN management site
This workbook covers all the information you need to pass the Understanding Cisco
Cybersecurity Fundamentals (SECFND) exam (210-250). It is designed to take a practical
approach towards learning with the help of real life examples and case studies. - Covers
complete exam blueprint - Case Study based approach - Practice Questions - Passing
guarantee - Mind maps Cisco Certifications Cisco Systems, Inc. is a global technology leader
that specializes in networking and communication products and services. The company is
probably best known for its routing and switching products, which direct data, voice and video
traffic across networks around the world. Cisco offers one of the most comprehensive vendor-
specific certification programs in the world.
This book is a concise one-stop desk reference and synopsis of basic knowledge and skills for
Cisco certification prep. For beginning and experienced network engineers tasked with building
LAN, WAN, and data center connections, this book lays out clear directions for installing,
configuring, and troubleshooting networks with Cisco devices. The full range of certification
topics is covered, including all aspects of IOS, NX-OS, and ASA software. The emphasis
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throughout is on solving the real-world challenges engineers face in configuring network
devices, rather than on exhaustive descriptions of hardware features. This practical desk
companion doubles as a comprehensive overview of the basic knowledge and skills needed by
CCENT, CCNA, and CCNP exam takers. It distills a comprehensive library of cheat sheets, lab
configurations, and advanced commands that the authors assembled as senior network
engineers for the benefit of junior engineers they train, mentor on the job, and prepare for
Cisco certification exams. Prior familiarity with Cisco routing and switching is desirable but not
necessary, as Chris Carthern, Dr. Will Wilson, Noel Rivera, and Richard Bedwell start their
book with a review of the basics of configuring routers and switches. All the more advanced
chapters have labs and exercises to reinforce the concepts learned. This book differentiates
itself from other Cisco books on the market by approaching network security from a hacker’s
perspective. Not only does it provide network security recommendations but it teaches you
how to use black-hat tools such as oclHashcat, Loki, Burp Suite, Scapy, Metasploit, and Kali to
actually test the security concepts learned. Readers of Cisco Networks will learn How to
configure Cisco switches, routers, and data center devices in typical corporate network
architectures The skills and knowledge needed to pass Cisco CCENT, CCNA, and CCNP
certification exams How to set up and configure at-home labs using virtual machines and lab
exercises in the book to practice advanced Cisco commands How to implement networks of
Cisco devices supporting WAN, LAN, and data center configurations How to implement secure
network configurations and configure the Cisco ASA firewall How to use black-hat tools and
network penetration techniques to test the security of your network
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes,
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or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. The Firewall Services
Module (FWSM) is a high-performance stateful-inspection firewall that integrates into the
Cisco® 6500 switch and 7600 router chassis. The FWSM monitors traffic flows using
application inspection engines to provide a strong level of network security. The FWSM defines
the security parameter and enables the enforcement of security policies through
authentication, access control lists, and protocol inspection. The FWSM is a key component to
anyone deploying network security. Cisco Secure Firewall Services Module (FWSM) covers all
aspects of the FWSM. The book provides a detailed look at how the FWSM processes
information, as well as installation advice, configuration details, recommendations for network
integration, and reviews of operation and management. This book provides you with a single
source that comprehensively answers how and why the FWSM functions as it does. This
information enables you to successfully deploy the FWSM and gain the greatest functional
benefit from your deployment. Practical examples throughout show you how other customers
have successfully deployed the FWSM. By reading this book, you will learn how the FWSM
functions, the differences between the FWSM and the ASA Security Appliance, how to
implement and maintain the FWSM, the latest features of the FWSM, and how to configure
common installations. This security book is part of the Cisco Press® Networking Technology
series. Security titles from Cisco Press help networking professionals secure critical data and
resources, prevent and mitigate network attacks, and build end-to-end self-defending
networks.
Modern organizations rely on Security Operations Center (SOC) teams to vigilantly watch
security systems, rapidly detect breaches, and respond quickly and effectively. To succeed in
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these crucial tasks, SOCs desperately need more qualified cybersecurity professionals. Cisco's
new CCNA Cyber Ops certification prepares candidates to begin a career working with
associate-level cybersecurity analysts within SOCs. To earn this valuable certification,
candidates must pass two exams. Designed for all CCNA Cyber Ops candidates, it covers
every objective concisely and logically, with extensive teaching features designed to promote
retention and understanding.
"This course discusses the WAN technologies and network services required by converged
applications in a complex network. The course allows you to understand the selection criteria
of network devices and WAN technologies to meet network requirements. You will learn how to
configure and troubleshoot network devices and resolve common issues with data link
protocols. You will also develop the knowledge and skills needed to implement IPSec and
virtual private network (VPN) operations in a complex network."--Back cover.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
This is the print lab manual adjacent to the 70-412 Configuring Advanced Windows
Server 2012 R2 Services textbook. 70-412 Configuring Advanced Windows Server
2012 R2 Services covers the third of three exams required for Microsoft Certified
Solutions Associate (MCSA): Windows Server 2012 certification. This course will help
validate the skills and knowledge necessary to administer a Windows Server 2012
Infrastructure in an enterprise environment. The three MCSA exams collectively
validate the skills and knowledge necessary for implementing, managing, maintaining
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and provisioning services and infrastructure in a Windows Server 2012 environment.
This Microsoft Official Academic Course is mapped to the 70-412 Configuring
Advanced Windows Server 2012 Services exam skills, including the recent R2
objectives. This textbook focuses on real skills for real jobs and prepares students to
prove mastery of Advanced Windows Server 2012 Services such as advanced
configuring tasks necessary to deploy, manage, and maintain a Windows Server 2012
infrastructure. It covers such skills as fault tolerance, certificate services, and identity
federation. In addition, this book also covers such valuable skills as: • Implementing
Advanced Network Services • Implementing Advanced File Services • Implementing
Dynamic Access Control • Implementing Network Load Balancing • Implementing
Failover Clustering • Implementing Disaster Recovery • Implementing Active Directory
Certificate Services (AD CS) • Implementing Active Directory Federation Services (AD
FS) The MOAC IT Professional series is the Official from Microsoft, turn-key Workforce
training program that leads to professional certification and was authored for college
instructors and college students. MOAC gets instructors ready to teach and students
ready for work by delivering essential resources in 5 key areas: Instructor readiness,
student software, student assessment, instruction resources, and learning validation.
With the Microsoft Official Academic course program, you are getting instructional
support from Microsoft; materials that are accurate and make course delivery easy.
Request your sample materials today.
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This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access
codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. Introduction
to Networks Companion Guide v6 is the official supplemental textbook for the
Introduction to Networks course in the Cisco® Networking Academy® CCNA® Routing
and Switching curriculum. The course introduces the architecture, structure, functions,
components, and models of the Internet and computer networks. The principles of IP
addressing and fundamentals of Ethernet concepts, media, and operations are
introduced to provide a foundation for the curriculum. By the end of the course, you will
be able to build simple LANs, perform basic configurations for routers and switches,
and implement IP addressing schemes. The Companion Guide is designed as a
portable desk reference to use anytime, anywhere to reinforce the material from the
course and organize your time. The book’s features help you focus on important
concepts to succeed in this course: Chapter Objectives—Review core concepts by
answering the focus questions listed at the beginning of each chapter Key Terms—Refer
to the lists of networking vocabulary introduced and highlighted in context in each
chapter. Glossary—Consult the comprehensive Glossary with more than 250 terms.
Summary of Activities and Labs—Maximize your study time with this complete list of all
associated practice exercises at the end of each chapter. Check Your
Understanding—Evaluate your readiness with the end-ofchapter questions that match
the style of questions you see in the online course quizzes. The answer key explains
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each answer.
Modern organizations rely on Security Operations Center (SOC) teams to vigilantly
watch security systems, rapidly detect breaches, and respond quickly and effectively.
To succeed, SOCs desperately need more qualified cybersecurity professionals.
Cisco's new Cisco Certified CyberOps Associate certification prepares candidates to
begin a career working as associate-level cybersecurity analysts within SOCs. It
demonstrates their knowledge about creating, operating, and working within computer
security incident response teams (CSIRTs) and product security incident response
teams (PSIRTs); the incident response lifecycle, and cyber forensics. To earn this
valuable certification, candidates must pass the new Understanding Cisco
Cybersecurity Operations Fundamentals (200-201 CBROPS) consolidated exam. Cisco
CyberOps Associate CBROPS 200-201 Official Cert Guide is Cisco's official,
comprehensive self-study resource for this exam. Designed for all exam candidates, it
covers every exam objective concisely and logically, with extensive teaching features
that promote retention and understanding. You'll find: Pre-chapter quizzes to assess
knowledge upfront and focus your study more efficiently Foundation topics sections that
explain concepts and configurations, and link theory to practice Key topics sections
calling attention to every figure, table, and list you must know Exam Preparation
sections with additional chapter review features Final preparation chapter providing
tools and a complete final study plan A customizable practice test library This guide
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offers comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of all CBROPS #200-201 topics related to:
Security concepts Security monitoring Host-based analysis Network intrusion analysis
Security policies and procedures
Leading Cisco authority Todd Lammle helps you gain insights into the new core Cisco
network technologies Understanding Cisco Networking Technologies is an important
resource for those preparing for the new Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA)
certification exam as well as IT professionals looking to understand Cisco’s latest
networking products, services, and technologies. Written by bestselling author and
internationally recognized Cisco expert Todd Lammle, this in-depth guide provides the
fundamental knowledge required to implement and administer a broad range of modern
networking and IT infrastructure. Cisco is the worldwide leader in network
technologies—80% of the routers on the Internet are Cisco. This authoritative book
provides you with a solid foundation in Cisco networking, enabling you to apply your
technical knowledge to real-world tasks. Clear and accurate chapters cover topics
including routers, switches, controllers and other network components, physical
interface and cabling, IPv6 addressing, discovery protocols, wireless infrastructure,
security features and encryption protocols, controller-based and software-defined
architectures, and more. After reading this essential guide, you will understand:
Network fundamentals Network access IP connectivity and IP services Security
fundamentals Automation and programmability Understanding Cisco Networking
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Technologies is a must-read for anyone preparing for the new CCNA certification or
looking to gain a primary understanding of key Cisco networking technologies.
Cisco IOS (the software that runs the vast majority of Cisco routers and all Cisco
network switches) is the dominant routing platform on the Internet and corporate
networks. This widespread distribution, as well as its architectural deficiencies, makes it
a valuable target for hackers looking to attack a corporate or private network
infrastructure. Compromised devices can disrupt stability, introduce malicious
modification, and endanger all communication on the network. For security of the
network and investigation of attacks, in-depth analysis and diagnostics are critical, but
no book currently covers forensic analysis of Cisco network devices in any detail. Cisco
Router and Switch Forensics is the first book devoted to criminal attacks, incident
response, data collection, and legal testimony on the market leader in network devices,
including routers, switches, and wireless access points. Why is this focus on network
devices necessary? Because criminals are targeting networks, and network devices
require a fundamentally different approach than the process taken with traditional
forensics. By hacking a router, an attacker can bypass a network's firewalls, issue a
denial of service (DoS) attack to disable the network, monitor and record all outgoing
and incoming traffic, or redirect that communication anywhere they like. But capturing
this criminal activity cannot be accomplished with the tools and techniques of traditional
forensics. While forensic analysis of computers or other traditional media typically
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involves immediate shut-down of the target machine, creation of a duplicate, and
analysis of static data, this process rarely recovers live system data. So, when an
investigation focuses on live network activity, this traditional approach obviously fails.
Investigators must recover data as it is transferred via the router or switch, because it is
destroyed when the network device is powered down. In this case, following the
traditional approach outlined in books on general computer forensics techniques is not
only insufficient, but also essentially harmful to an investigation. Jargon buster: A
network switch is a small hardware device that joins multiple computers together within
one local area network (LAN). A router is a more sophisticated network device that joins
multiple wired or wireless networks together. The only book devoted to forensic
analysis of routers and switches, focusing on the operating system that runs the vast
majority of network devices in the enterprise and on the Internet Outlines the
fundamental differences between router forensics and traditional forensics, a critical
distinction for responders in an investigation targeting network activity Details where
network forensics fits within the entire process of an investigation, end to end, from
incident response and data collection to preparing a report and legal testimony
Create and manage highly-secure Ipsec VPNs with IKEv2 and Cisco FlexVPN The
IKEv2 protocol significantly improves VPN security, and Cisco’s FlexVPN offers a
unified paradigm and command line interface for taking full advantage of it. Simple and
modular, FlexVPN relies extensively on tunnel interfaces while maximizing compatibility
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with legacy VPNs. Now, two Cisco network security experts offer a complete, easy-
tounderstand, and practical introduction to IKEv2, modern IPsec VPNs, and FlexVPN.
The authors explain each key concept, and then guide you through all facets of
FlexVPN planning, deployment, migration, configuration, administration,
troubleshooting, and optimization. You’ll discover how IKEv2 improves on IKEv1,
master key IKEv2 features, and learn how to apply them with Cisco FlexVPN. IKEv2
IPsec Virtual Private Networks offers practical design examples for many common
scenarios, addressing IPv4 and IPv6, servers, clients, NAT, pre-shared keys, resiliency,
overhead, and more. If you’re a network engineer, architect, security specialist, or VPN
administrator, you’ll find all the knowledge you need to protect your organization with
IKEv2 and FlexVPN. Understand IKEv2 improvements: anti-DDoS cookies,
configuration payloads, acknowledged responses, and more Implement modern secure
VPNs with Cisco IOS and IOS-XE Plan and deploy IKEv2 in diverse real-world
environments Configure IKEv2 proposals, policies, profiles, keyrings, and authorization
Use advanced IKEv2 features, including SGT transportation and IKEv2 fragmentation
Understand FlexVPN, its tunnel interface types, and IOS AAA infrastructure Implement
FlexVPN Server with EAP authentication, pre-shared keys, and digital signatures
Deploy, configure, and customize FlexVPN clients Configure, manage, and
troubleshoot the FlexVPN Load Balancer Improve FlexVPN resiliency with dynamic
tunnel source, backup peers, and backup tunnels Monitor IPsec VPNs with AAA,
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SNMP, and Syslog Troubleshoot connectivity, tunnel creation, authentication,
authorization, data encapsulation, data encryption, and overlay routing Calculate IPsec
overhead and fragmentation Plan your IKEv2 migration: hardware, VPN technologies,
routing, restrictions, capacity, PKI, authentication, availability, and more
Trust the best selling Official Cert Guide series from Cisco Press to help you learn,
prepare, and practice for exam success. They are built with the objective of providing
assessment, review, and practice to help ensure you are fully prepared for your
certification exam. CCNA Security 640-554 Official Cert Guide presents you with an
organized test preparation routine through the use of proven series elements and
techniques. "Do I Know This Already?" quizzes open each chapter and enable you to
decide how much time you need to spend on each section. Exam topic lists make
referencing easy. Chapter-ending Exam Preparation Tasks help you drill on key
concepts you must know thoroughly. · Master Cisco CCNA Security 640-554 exam
topics · Assess your knowledge with chapter-opening quizzes · Review key concepts
with exam preparation tasks · Practice with realistic exam questions on the CD-ROM
CCNA Security 640-554 Official Cert Guide, focuses specifically on the objectives for
the Cisco CCNA Security IINS exam. Expert networking professionals Keith Barker and
Scott Morris share preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of
weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills. Material is
presented in a concise manner, focusing on increasing your understanding and
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retention of exam topics. The companion CD-ROM contains a powerful Pearson IT
Certification Practice Test engine that enables you to focus on individual topic areas or
take complete, timed exams. The assessment engine also tracks your performance and
provides feedback on a module-by-module basis, laying out a complete assessment of
your knowledge to help you focus your study where it is needed most. The CD also
contains 90 minutes of video training on CCP, NAT, object groups, ACLs, port security
on a Layer 2 switch, CP3L, and zone-based firewalls. Well-regarded for its level of
detail, assessment features, comprehensive design scenarios, and challenging review
questions and exercises, this official study guide helps you master the concepts and
techniques that will enable you to succeed on the exam the first time. The official study
guide helps you master all the topics on the CCNA Security IINS exam, including:
Network security concepts Security policies and strategies Network foundation
protection (NFP) Cisco Configuration Professional (CCP) Management plane security
AAA security Layer 2 security threats IPv6 security Threat mitigation and containment
Access Control Lists (ACLs) Network Address Translation (NAT) Cisco IOS zone-based
firewalls and ASA firewalls Intrusion prevention and detection systems Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI) and cryptography Site-to-site IPsec VPNs and SSL VPNs CCNA
Security 640-554 Official Cert Guide is part of a recommended learning path from Cisco
that includes simulation and hands-on training from authorized Cisco Learning Partners
and self-study products from Cisco Press. To find out more about instructor-led training,
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e-learning, and hands-on instruction offered by authorized Cisco Learning Partners
worldwide, please visit www.cisco.com/go/authorizedtraining. The print edition of the
CCNA Security 640-554 Official Cert Guide contains 90 minutes of video instruction,
two free, complete practice exams as well as an exclusive offer for 70% off Premium
Edition eBook and Practice Test. Pearson IT Certification Practice Test minimum
system requirements: Windows XP (SP3), Windows Vista (SP2), or Windows 7;
Microsoft .NET Framework 4.0 Client; Pentium class 1GHz processor (or equivalent);
512 MB RAM; 650 MB disc space plus 50 MB for each downloaded practice exam Also
available from Cisco Press for Cisco CCNA Security study is the CCNA Security
640-554 Official Cert Guide Premium Edition eBook and Practice Test. This digital-only
certification preparation product combines an eBook with enhanced Pearson IT
Certification Practice Test. This integrated learning package: · Allows you to focus on
individual topic areas or take complete, timed exams · Includes direct links from each
question to detailed tutorials to help you understand the concepts behind the questions
· Provides unique sets of exam-realistic practice questions · Tracks your performance
and provides feedback on a module-by-module basis, laying out a complete
assessment of your knowledge to help you focus your study where it is needed most
Understanding Cisco Cybersecurity Fundamentals (SECFND) Exam Study GuideCisco
210-250 Version: 1. 0 FULLY UPDATED
IPv6 Security Protection measures for the next Internet Protocol As the world’s
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networks migrate to the IPv6 protocol, networking professionals need a clearer
understanding of the security risks, threats, and challenges this transition presents. In
IPv6 Security, two of the world’s leading Internet security practitioners review each
potential security issue introduced by IPv6 networking and present today’s best
solutions. IPv6 Security offers guidance for avoiding security problems prior to
widespread IPv6 deployment. The book covers every component of today’s networks,
identifying specific security deficiencies that occur within IPv6 environments and
demonstrating how to combat them. The authors describe best practices for identifying
and resolving weaknesses as you maintain a dual stack network. Then they describe
the security mechanisms you need to implement as you migrate to an IPv6-only
network. The authors survey the techniques hackers might use to try to breach your
network, such as IPv6 network reconnaissance, address spoofing, traffic interception,
denial of service, and tunnel injection. The authors also turn to Cisco® products and
protection mechanisms. You learn how to use Cisco IOS® and ASA firewalls and ACLs
to selectively filter IPv6 traffic. You also learn about securing hosts with Cisco Security
Agent 6.0 and about securing a network with IOS routers and switches. Multiple
examples are explained for Windows, Linux, FreeBSD, and Solaris hosts. The authors
offer detailed examples that are consistent with today’s best practices and easy to
adapt to virtually any IPv6 environment. Scott Hogg, CCIE® No. 5133, is Director of
Advanced Technology Services at Global Technology Resources, Inc. (GTRI). He is
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responsible for setting the company’s technical direction and helping it create service
offerings for emerging technologies such as IPv6. He is the Chair of the Rocky
Mountain IPv6 Task Force. Eric Vyncke, Cisco Distinguished System Engineer,
consults on security issues throughout Europe. He has 20 years’ experience in security
and teaches security seminars as a guest professor at universities throughout Belgium.
He also participates in the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and has helped
several organizations deploy IPv6 securely. Understand why IPv6 is already a latent
threat in your IPv4-only network Plan ahead to avoid IPv6 security problems before
widespread deployment Identify known areas of weakness in IPv6 security and the
current state of attack tools and hacker skills Understand each high-level approach to
securing IPv6 and learn when to use each Protect service provider networks,
perimeters, LANs, and host/server connections Harden IPv6 network devices against
attack Utilize IPsec in IPv6 environments Secure mobile IPv6 networks Secure
transition mechanisms in use during the migration from IPv4 to IPv6 Monitor IPv6
security Understand the security implications of the IPv6 protocol, including issues
related to ICMPv6 and the IPv6 header structure Protect your network against large-
scale threats by using perimeter filtering techniques and service provider—focused
security practices Understand the vulnerabilities that exist on IPv6 access networks and
learn solutions for mitigating each This security book is part of the Cisco Press®
Networking Technology Series. Security titles from Cisco Press help networking
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professionals secure critical data and resources, prevent and mitigate network attacks,
and build end-to-end self-defending networks. Category: Networking: Security Covers:
IPv6 Security
This is the eBook version of the print title. Note that the eBook does not provide
access to the practice test software that accompanies the print book. Learn,
prepare, and practice for CCNA Cyber Ops SECFND 210-250 exam success
with this Cert Guide from Pearson IT Certification, a leader in IT Certification
learning. Master CCNA Cyber Ops SECFND 210-250 exam topics Assess your
knowledge with chapter-ending quizzes Review key concepts with exam
preparation tasks CCNA Cyber Ops SECFND 210-250 Official Cert Guide is a
best-of-breed exam study guide. Cisco enterprise security experts Omar Santos,
Joseph Muniz, and Stefano De Crescenzo share preparation hints and test-
taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and improve both your
conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills. Material is presented in a concise
manner, focusing on increasing your understanding and retention of exam topics.
The book presents you with an organized test preparation routine through the
use of proven series elements and techniques. Exam topic lists make referencing
easy. Chapter-ending Exam Preparation Tasks help you drill on key concepts
you must know thoroughly. Review questions help you assess your knowledge,
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and a final preparation chapter guides you through tools and resources to help
you craft your final study plan. Well-regarded for its level of detail, assessment
features, and challenging review questions and exercises, this study guide helps
you master the concepts and techniques that will allow you to succeed on the
exam the first time. The study guide helps you master all the topics on the CCNA
Cyber Ops SECFND exam, including: Fundamentals of networking protocols and
networking device types Network security devices and cloud services Security
principles Access control models Security management concepts and techniques
Fundamentals of cryptography and PKI Essentials of Virtual Private Networks
(VPNs) Windows-based Analysis Linux /MAC OS X-based Analysis Endpoint
security technologies Network and host telemetry Security monitoring operations
and challenges Types of attacks and vulnerabilities Security evasion techniques
The only authorized Lab Manual for the Cisco Networking Academy CCNA
Security course The Cisco® Networking Academy® course on CCNA® Security
provides a next step for students who want to expand their CCNA-level skill set to
prepare for a career in network security. The CCNA Security course also
prepares students for the Implementing Cisco IOS® Network Security (IINS)
certification exam (xxxx), which leads to the CCNA Security certification. The
CCNA Security Lab Manual provides you with all labs from the course designed
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as hands-on practice to master the knowledge and skills needed to prepare for
entry-level security specialist careers. All the hands-on labs in the course can be
completed on actual physical equipment or in conjunction with the NDG
NETLAB+® solution. For current information on labs compatible with NETLAB+®
go to http://www.netdevgroup.com/ae/labs.htm. Through procedural, skills
integration challenges, troubleshooting, and model building labs, this CCNA
Security course aims to develop your in-depth understanding of network security
principles as well as the tools and configurations used.
Cisco IOS XR Fundamentals is a systematic, authoritative guide to configuring
routers with Cisco IOS® XR, the next-generation flagship Cisco® Internet
operating system. In this book, a team of Cisco experts brings together quick,
authoritative, and example-rich reference information for all the commands most
frequently used to configure and troubleshoot Cisco IOS XR-based routers in
both service provider and enterprise environments. The authors walk you through
the details of the Cisco IOS XR architecture and explain commands in the new
Cisco IOS XR CLI wherever required. They present concise explanations of
service provider requirements and internetwork theory, backed by proven sample
configurations for IOS XR services, MPLS, multicast, system management,
system security, routing, and interfaces. Cisco IOS XR Fundamentals is an
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indispensable resource for designing, implementing, troubleshooting,
administering, or selling networks containing Cisco IOS XR–supported routers.
This is the only Cisco IOS XR book that: Clearly explains how Cisco IOS XR
meets the emerging requirements of both current and future networks Gives
network professionals extensive information for simplifying migration and taking
full advantage of Cisco IOS XR’s new power Presents detailed, tested
configuration examples that network professionals can apply in their own
networks Walks through using new Cisco IOS XR features and the In-Service
Software Upgrade (ISSU) process to minimize downtime and cost Use Cisco IOS
XR to deliver superior scalability, availability, security, and service flexibility
Understand the Cisco IOS XR distributed, modular architecture Design,
implement, and troubleshoot networks containing Cisco IOS XR–supported
routers Configure Cisco IOS XR routing, including RIP, IS-IS, OSPF, and EIGRP
Learn BGP implementation details specific to Cisco IOS XR and using RPL to
influence policies Manage IP addresses and Cisco IOS XR services Secure
Cisco IOS XR using standard and extended ACLs, prefix lists, and uRPF Master
all facets of MPLS configuration, including LDP, L3VPN, and TE Configure PIM,
IGMP, and static RP multicast Optimize networks using advanced Cisco IOS XR
features, including secure domain routers Learn building blocks of Multishelf, and
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understand configurations and migration techniques This book is part of the
Cisco Press® Fundamentals Series. Books in this series introduce networking
professionals to new networking technologies, covering network topologies,
sample deployment concepts, protocols, and management techniques.
Fully updated for Windows Server 2012 R2! Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-410 -
and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of implementing and configuring
core services in Windows Server 2012 R2. Designed for experienced IT
professionals ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical
thinking and decision making acumen needed for success at the MCSA level.
Focus on the expertise measured by these objectives: Install and configure
servers Configure server roles and features Configure Hyper-V Deploy and
configure core network services Install and administer Active Directory Create
and manage Group Policy This Microsoft Exam Ref: Organizes its coverage by
exam objectives. Features strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge you.
All the Knowledge You Need to Build Cybersecurity Programs and Policies That
Work Clearly presents best practices, governance frameworks, and key
standards Includes focused coverage of healthcare, finance, and PCI DSS
compliance An essential and invaluable guide for leaders, managers, and
technical professionals Today, cyberattacks can place entire organizations at
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risk. Cybersecurity can no longer be delegated to specialists: success requires
everyone to work together, from leaders on down. Developing Cybersecurity
Programs and Policies offers start-to-finish guidance for establishing effective
cybersecurity in any organization. Drawing on more than 20 years of real-world
experience, Omar Santos presents realistic best practices for defining policy and
governance, ensuring compliance, and collaborating to harden the entire
organization. First, Santos shows how to develop workable cybersecurity policies
and an effective framework for governing them. Next, he addresses risk
management, asset management, and data loss prevention, showing how to
align functions from HR to physical security. You’ll discover best practices for
securing communications, operations, and access; acquiring, developing, and
maintaining technology; and responding to incidents. Santos concludes with
detailed coverage of compliance in finance and healthcare, the crucial Payment
Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) standard, and the NIST
Cybersecurity Framework. Whatever your current responsibilities, this guide will
help you plan, manage, and lead cybersecurity–and safeguard all the assets that
matter. Learn How To · Establish cybersecurity policies and governance that
serve your organization’s needs · Integrate cybersecurity program components
into a coherent framework for action · Assess, prioritize, and manage security risk
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throughout the organization · Manage assets and prevent data loss · Work with
HR to address human factors in cybersecurity · Harden your facilities and
physical environment · Design effective policies for securing communications,
operations, and access · Strengthen security throughout the information systems
lifecycle · Plan for quick, effective incident response and ensure business
continuity · Comply with rigorous regulations in finance and healthcare · Plan for
PCI compliance to safely process payments · Explore and apply the guidance
provided by the NIST Cybersecurity Framework
The only authorized Lab Manual for the Cisco Networking Academy CCNA
Cybersecurity Operations course Curriculum Objectives CCNA Cybersecurity
Operations 1.0 covers knowledge and skills needed to successfully handle the
tasks, duties, and responsibilities of an associate-level Security Analyst working
in a Security Operations Center (SOC). Upon completion of the CCNA
Cybersecurity Operations 1.0 course, students will be able to perform the
following tasks: Install virtual machines to create a safe environment for
implementing and analyzing cybersecurity threat events. Explain the role of the
Cybersecurity Operations Analyst in the enterprise. Explain the Windows
Operating System features and characteristics needed to support cybersecurity
analyses. Explain the features and characteristics of the Linux Operating System.
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Analyze the operation of network protocols and services. Explain the operation of
the network infrastructure. Classify the various types of network attacks. Use
network monitoring tools to identify attacks against network protocols and
services. Use various methods to prevent malicious access to computer
networks, hosts, and data. Explain the impacts of cryptography on network
security monitoring. Explain how to investigate endpoint vulnerabilities and
attacks. Analyze network intrusion data to verify potential exploits. Apply incident
response models to manage network security incidents.
Cisco Press has the only study guides approved by Cisco for the new CCNA
certification. The new edition of the best-selling two-book, value-priced CCNA
200-301 Official Cert Guide Library includes updated content, new online practice
exercises, and more than two hours of video training—PLUS the CCNA Network
Simulator Lite Editions with 34 free Network Simulator labs (available on the
companion web site). Trust the best-selling Official Cert Guide series from Cisco
Press to help you learn, prepare, and practice for exam success. They are built
with the objective of providing assessment, review, and practice to help ensure
you are fully prepared for your certification exam. This book covers all exam
topics on the CCNA 200-301 exam. · Master Cisco CCNA 200-301 exam topics ·
Assess your knowledge with chapter-opening quizzes · Review key concepts with
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exam preparation tasks This is the eBook edition of the CCNA 200-301 Official
Cert Guide Library. This eBook does not include access to the Pearson Test
Prep practice exams that comes with the print edition. CCNA 200-301 Official
Cert Guide Library is a comprehensive review and practice package for the latest
CCNA exam and is the only self-study resource approved by Cisco. The two
books contained in this package, CCNA 200-301 Official Cert Guide, Volume 1
and CCNA 200-301 Official Cert Guide, Volume 2, present complete reviews and
a more challenging and realistic preparation experience. The books have been
fully updated to refresh the content for the latest CCNA exam topics and to
enhance certain key topics that are critical for exam success. Best-selling author
Wendell Odom shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify
areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on
skills. This complete study package includes · A test-preparation routine proven
to help you pass the exams · Do I Know This Already? quizzes, which enable you
to decide how much time you need to spend on each section · Chapter-ending
Key Topic tables, which help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly
· A free copy of the CCNA 200-301 Network Simulator Lite software, complete
with meaningful lab exercises that help you hone your hands-on skills with the
command-line interface for routers and switches · Links to a series of hands-on
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config labs developed by the author · Online, interactive practice exercises that
help you enhance your knowledge · More than 2 hours of video mentoring from
the author · An online, interactive Flash Cards application to help you drill on Key
Terms by chapter · A final preparation chapter, which guides you through tools
and resources to help you craft your review and test-taking strategies · Study
plan suggestions and templates to help you organize and optimize your study
time Well regarded for its level of detail, study plans, assessment features, hands-
on labs, and challenging review questions and exercises, this official study guide
helps you master the concepts and techniques that ensure your exam success.
These official study guides help you master all the topics on the CCNA exams,
including · Networking fundamentals · Implementing Ethernet LANs ·
Implementing VLANs and STP · IPv4 addressing and subnetting · IPv4 routing ·
Implementing OSPF · IPv6 addressing, subnetting, and routing · Wireless LANs ·
IP Access Control Lists · Security services · IP services · Network architecture ·
Network automation Companion Website: The companion website contains the
CCNA Network Simulator Lite software, online practice exercises, and more than
2 hours of video training. Includes 34 free CCNA Network Simulator labs
(available on the companion website): Volume 1 1. Configuring Local Usernames
2. Configuring Hostnames 3. Interface Status I 4. Interface Status II 5. Interface
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Status III 6. Interface Status IV 7. Configuring Switch IP Settings 8. Switch IP
Address 9. Switch IP Connectivity I 10. Switch CLI Configuration Process I 11.
Switch CLI Configuration Process II 12. Switch CLI Exec Mode 13. Setting Switch
Passwords 14. Interface Settings I 15. Interface Settings II 16. Interface Settings
III 17. Switch Forwarding I 18. Switch Security I 19. Switch Interfaces and
Forwarding Configuration Scenario 20. Configuring VLANs Configuration
Scenario 21. VLAN Troubleshooting Volume 2 1. ACL I 2. ACL II 3. ACL III 4.
ACL IV 5. ACL V 6. ACL VI 7. ACL Analysis I 8. Named ACL I 9. Named ACL II
10. Named ACL III 11. Standard ACL Configuration Scenario 12. Extended ACL I
Configuration Scenario 13. Extended ACL II Configuration Scenario CCNA
Network Simulator Lite System Requirements: Windows system requirements
(minimum): Windows 10 (32/64-bit), Windows 8.1 (32/64-bit), or Windows 7
(32/64 bit), 1 gigahertz (GHz) or faster 32-bit (x86) or 64-bit (x64) processor, 1
GB RAM (32-bit) or 2 GB RAM (64-bit), 16 GB available hard disk space (32-bit)
or 20 GB (64-bit), DirectX 9 graphics device with WDDM 1.0 or higher driver,
Adobe Acrobat Reader version 8 and above Mac system requirements
(minimum) macOS 10.14, 10.13, 10.12, or 10.11, Intel core Duo 1.83 GHz, 512
MB RAM (1 GB recommended), 1.5 GB hard disk space, 32-bit color depth at
1024x768 resolution, Adobe Acrobat Reader version 8 and above CCNA
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200-301 Official Cert Guide Library Companion Website Access interactive study
tools on this book’s companion website, including practice test software, video
training, CCNA Network Simulator Lite software, memory table and config
checklist review exercises, Key Term flash card application, a study planner, and
more! To access the companion website, simply follow these steps: 1. Go to
www.ciscopress.com/register. 2. Enter the print book ISBN: (Volume 1:
9780135792735, Volume 2: 9781587147135). 3. Answer the security question to
validate your purchase. 4. Go to your account page. 5. Click on the Registered
Products tab. 6. Under the book listing, click on the Access Bonus Content link. If
you have any issues accessing the companion website, you can contact our
support team by going to http://pearsonitp.echelp.org.
Written for those IT professionals who have some networking background but are
new to the security field, this handbook is divided into three parts: first the basics,
presenting terms and concepts; second, the two components of
security--cryptography and security policies--and finally the various security
components, such as router security, firewalls, remote access security, wireless
security and VPNs. Original. (Intermediate)
The complete guide to building and managing next-generation data center
network fabrics with VXLAN and BGP EVPN This is the only comprehensive
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guide and deployment reference for building flexible data center network fabrics
with VXLAN and BGP EVPN technologies. Writing for experienced network
professionals, three leading Cisco experts address everything from standards
and protocols to functions, configurations, and operations. The authors first
explain why and how data center fabrics are evolving, and introduce Cisco’s
fabric journey. Next, they review key switch roles, essential data center network
fabric terminology, and core concepts such as network attributes, control plane
details, and the associated data plane encapsulation. Building on this foundation,
they provide a deep dive into fabric semantics, efficient creation and addressing
of the underlay, multi-tenancy, control and data plane interaction, forwarding
flows, external interconnectivity, and service appliance deployments. You’ll find
detailed tutorials, descriptions, and packet flows that can easily be adapted to
accommodate customized deployments. This guide concludes with a full section
on fabric management, introducing multiple opportunities to simplify, automate,
and orchestrate data center network fabrics. Learn how changing data center
requirements have driven the evolution to overlays, evolved control planes, and
VXLAN BGP EVPN spine-leaf fabrics Discover why VXLAN BGP EVPN fabrics
are so scalable, resilient, and elastic Implement enhanced unicast and multicast
forwarding of tenant traffic over the VXLAN BGP EVPN fabric Build fabric
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underlays to efficiently transport uni- and multi-destination traffic Connect the
fabric externally via Layer 3 (VRF-Lite, LISP, MPLS L3VPN) and Layer 2 (VPC)
Choose your most appropriate Multi-POD, multifabric, and Data Center
Interconnect (DCI) options Integrate Layer 4-7 services into the fabric, including
load balancers and firewalls Manage fabrics with POAP-based day-0
provisioning, incremental day 0.5 configuration, overlay day-1 configuration, or
day-2 operations
Secure Your Wireless Networks the Hacking Exposed Way Defend against the latest pervasive
and devastating wireless attacks using the tactical security information contained in this
comprehensive volume. Hacking Exposed Wireless reveals how hackers zero in on
susceptible networks and peripherals, gain access, and execute debilitating attacks. Find out
how to plug security holes in Wi-Fi/802.11 and Bluetooth systems and devices. You'll also
learn how to launch wireless exploits from Metasploit, employ bulletproof authentication and
encryption, and sidestep insecure wireless hotspots. The book includes vital details on new,
previously unpublished attacks alongside real-world countermeasures. Understand the
concepts behind RF electronics, Wi-Fi/802.11, and Bluetooth Find out how hackers use
NetStumbler, WiSPY, Kismet, KisMAC, and AiroPeek to target vulnerable wireless networks
Defend against WEP key brute-force, aircrack, and traffic injection hacks Crack WEP at new
speeds using Field Programmable Gate Arrays or your spare PS3 CPU cycles Prevent rogue
AP and certificate authentication attacks Perform packet injection from Linux Launch DoS
attacks using device driver-independent tools Exploit wireless device drivers using the
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Metasploit 3.0 Framework Identify and avoid malicious hotspots Deploy WPA/802.11i
authentication and encryption using PEAP, FreeRADIUS, and WPA pre-shared keys
This is the eBook version of the print title. Note that the eBook does not provide access to the
practice test software that accompanies the print book. Trust the best selling Official Cert
Guide series from Cisco Press to help you learn, prepare, and practice for exam success. They
are built with the objective of providing assessment, review, and practice to help ensure you
are fully prepared for your certification exam. Assess your knowledge with chapter-opening
quizzes Review key concepts with Exam Preparation Tasks CCNP ROUTE 642-902 Official
Certification Guide is a best of breed Cisco® exam study guide that focuses specifically on the
objectives for the CCNP® ROUTE exam. Senior instructor and best-selling author Wendell
Odom shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness
and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills. Material is presented in a
concise manner, focusing on increasing your understanding and retention of exam topics.
CCNP ROUTE 642-902 Official Certification Guide presents you with an organized test
preparation routine through the use of proven series elements and techniques. “Do I Know
This Already?” quizzes open each chapter and allow you to decide how much time you need
to spend on each section. Exam topic lists make referencing easy. Chapter-ending Exam
Preparation Tasks sections help drill you on key concepts you must know thoroughly. Well-
regarded for its level of detail, assessment features, and challenging review questions and
exercises, this official study guide helps you master the concepts and techniques that will
enable you to succeed on the exam the first time. CCNP ROUTE 642-902 Official Certification
Guide is part of a recommended learning path from Cisco that includes simulation and hands-
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on training from authorized Cisco Learning Partners and self-study products from Cisco Press.
To find out more about instructor-led training, e-learning, and hands-on instruction offered by
authorized Cisco Learning Partners worldwide, please visit
www.cisco.com/go/authorizedtraining Wendell Odom, CCIE® No. 1624, is a 28-year veteran of
the networking industry. He currently works as an independent author of Cisco certification
resources and occasional instructor of Cisco authorized training for Skyline ATS. He has
worked as a network engineer, consultant, systems engineer, instructor, and course developer.
He is the author of several best-selling Cisco certification titles. He maintains lists of current
titles, links to Wendell’s blogs, and other certification resources at www.TheCertZone.com.
This official study guide helps you master all the topics on the CCNP ROUTE exam, including:
Network design, implementation, and verification plans EIGRP OSPF IGP Redistribution Policy-
based routing and IP service-level agreement (IP SLA) BGP IPv6 IPv4 and IPv6 coexistence
Routing over branch Internet connections This volume is part of the Official Certification Guide
Series from Cisco Press. Books in this series provide officially developed exam preparation
materials that offer assessment, review, and practice to help Cisco Career Certification
candidates identify weaknesses, concentrate their study efforts, and enhance their confidence
as exam day nears.
CCNA Cybersecurity Operations Companion Guide is the official supplemental textbook for the
Cisco Networking Academy CCNA Cybersecurity Operations course. The course emphasizes
real-world practical application, while providing opportunities for you to gain the skills needed
to successfully handle the tasks, duties, and responsibilities of an associate-level security
analyst working in a security operations center (SOC). The Companion Guide is designed as a
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portable desk reference to use anytime, anywhere to reinforce the material from the course
and organize your time. The book’s features help you focus on important concepts to succeed
in this course: · Chapter Objectives—Review core concepts by answering the focus questions
listed at the beginning of each chapter. · Key Terms—Refer to the lists of networking vocabulary
introduced and highlighted in context in each chapter. · Glossary—Consult the comprehensive
Glossary with more than 360 terms. · Summary of Activities and Labs—Maximize your study
time with this complete list of all associated practice exercises at the end of each chapter. ·
Check Your Understanding—Evaluate your readiness with the end-of-chapter questions that
match the style of questions you see in the online course quizzes. The answer key explains
each answer. How To—Look for this icon to study the steps you need to learn to perform certain
tasks. Interactive Activities—Reinforce your understanding of topics with dozens of exercises
from the online course identified throughout the book with this icon. Packet Tracer
Activities—Explore and visualize networking concepts using Packet Tracer. There are exercises
interspersed throughout the chapters and provided in the accompanying Lab Manual book.
Videos—Watch the videos embedded within the online course. Hands-on Labs—Develop critical
thinking and complex problem-solving skills by completing the labs and activities included in
the course and published in the separate Lab Manual.
Precious Dumps offers you a shortcuts to pass exam by introducing you to Understanding
Cisco Cybersecurity Fundamentals (SECFND) Exam Study Guide with Real and latest Exam
Questions Bank from Actual Exams in order to help you memorize and pass your exam at very
first attempt.Precious Dumps provide the latest Cisco 210-250 Exam Dumps. Understanding
Cisco Cybersecurity Fundamentals (SECFND) Exam Study Guide which covers all the
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questions that you will face in the Exam Center. It covers the latest pattern and topics that are
used in Real Test. Passing Cisco 210-250 with top grades and improvement of knowledge is
also assured.Our updated Understanding Cisco Cybersecurity Fundamentals (SECFND) Exam
Study Guide contains Complete Pool of Questions and verified Answers including references
and explanations (where applicable). Our objective to assemble Cisco 210-250 Exam is not
only to help you pass exam at first attempt but also to really Improve Your Knowledge about
the latest Understanding Cisco Cybersecurity Fundamentals (SECFND) Course. Precious
Dumps Cisco 210-250 Practice Test and Exam Review Guide contains Real Questions and
Answers. To ace this exam, all you have to do is buy our Understanding Cisco Cybersecurity
Fundamentals (SECFND) Exam Study Guide kindle eBook and Paperback. Then memorize
the Questions and Answers perfectly. If you can do this, get yourself ready for the Real
Examination. Top grade success is guaranteed!
This is the eBook version of the print title. Note that the eBook does not provide access to the
practice test software that accompanies the print book. Learn, prepare, and practice for CCNA
Cyber Ops SECOPS #210-255 exam success with this Official Cert Guide from Pearson IT
Certification, a leader in IT Certification learning. Master CCNA Cyber Ops SECOPS #210-255
exam topics Assess your knowledge with chapter-ending quizzes Review key concepts with
exam preparation tasks CCNA Cyber Ops SECOPS 210-255 Official Cert Guide is a best-of-
breed exam study guide. Best-selling authors and internationally respected cybersecurity
experts Omar Santos and Joseph Muniz share preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping
you identify areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on
skills. Material is presented in a concise manner, focusing on increasing your understanding
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and retention of exam topics. The book presents you with an organized test preparation routine
through the use of proven series elements and techniques. Exam topic lists make referencing
easy. Chapter-ending Exam Preparation Tasks help you drill on key concepts you must know
thoroughly. Review questions help you assess your knowledge, and a final preparation chapter
guides you through tools and resources to help you craft your final study plan. Well-regarded
for its level of detail, assessment features, and challenging review questions and exercises,
this study guide helps you master the concepts and techniques that will allow you to succeed
on the exam the first time. The study guide helps you master all the topics on the SECOPS
#210-255 exam, including: Threat analysis Forensics Intrusion analysis NetFlow for
cybersecurity Incident response and the incident handling process Incident response teams
Compliance frameworks Network and host profiling Data and event analysis Intrusion event
categories
Cisco Press is the official publisher for the New CCENT & CCNA Routing and Switching
Certifications. The New Edition of the Best-Selling two-book value priced CCNA Official Cert
Guide Library includes Updated Content, New Exercises, 8 Practice Exams, and 150 Minutes
of Video Training -- PLUS the CCENT and CCNA Network Simulator Lite Editions with 26 Free
Network Simulator Labs. CCNA 200-120 Official Cert Guide Library is a comprehensive review
and package for the latest CCNA exams. The two books contained in this package, CCENT /
CCNA ICND1 100-101 Official Cert Guide and CCNA ICND2 200-101 Official Cert Guide,
present complete reviews and a more challenging and realistic preparation experience. The
books have been fully updated to refresh the content for the latest CCNA exam topics and
enhance certain key topics that are critical for exam success. Best-selling author and expert
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instructor Wendell Odom shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify
areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills. This
complete study package includes A test-preparation routine proven to help you pass the
exams Do I Know This Already? quizzes, which enable you to decide how much time you need
to spend on each section Chapter-ending and part-ending exercises, which help you drill on
key concepts you must know thoroughly Troubleshooting sections, which help you master the
complex scenarios you will face on the exam The powerful Pearson IT Certification Practice
Test software, complete with hundreds of well-reviewed, exam-realistic questions,
customization options, and detailed performance reports A free copy of the CCNA ICND1 and
ICND2 Network Simulator Lite software, complete with meaningful lab exercises that help you
hone your hands-on skills with the command-line interface for routers and switches More than
150 minutes of personal video mentoring from the author Final preparation chapters, which
guide you through tools and resources to help you craft your review and test-taking strategies
Study plan suggestions and templates to help you organize and optimize your study time
These official study guides help you master all the topics on the CCNA exams, including:
Networking fundamentals Ethernet LANs and switches IPv4 addressing and subnetting
Operating Cisco routers Configuring OSPF ACLs and NAT IPv6 fundamentals,
implementation, and troubleshooting LAN switching IPv4 routing VPNs OSPF and EIGRP
configuration and troubleshooting Wide area networks and Frame Relay Network management
Well regarded for its level of detail, study plans, assessment features, challenging review
questions and exercises, video instruction, and hands-on labs, these official study guides help
you master the concepts and techniques that ensure your exam success. CCNA 200-120
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Official Cert Guide Library is part of a recommended learning path from Cisco that includes
simulation and hands-on training from authorized Cisco Learning Partners and self-study
products from Cisco Press. Companion DVDs The DVDs contain two ICND1 practice exams,
two ICND2 practice exams, four full CCNA practice exams, CCENT and CCNA Network
Simulator Lite software, and 150 minutes of video training.
This Microsoft Official Academic Course (MOAC) IT Professional curriculum prepares
certification students for success every step of the way. This 70-413 Designing and
Implementing a Server Infrastructure exam course is the first of a series of two exams
Microsoft Certified Solutions Associates (MCSE) candidates are required to pass to gain the
MCSE: Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2012 R2 certification. These MCSE exams
test the skills and knowledge necessary to design, implement, and maintain a Windows Server
2012 infrastructure in an enterprise scaled, highly virtualized environment. Passing these
exams confirms students’ ability to plan, configure, and implement the Windows Server 2012
services, such as server deployment, server virtualization, and network access and
infrastructure. This complete ready-to-teach MOAC program is mapped to all of the exam
objectives.
A brand new edition of the number one book on the CCENT/CCNA ICND1 exam! * *This new
edition has been fully updated to refresh the content, add new exercises, and enhance certain
essential CCENT and CCNA exam topics. *The CD offers a brand new practice exam engine,
offering a wealth of customization options and reporting features along with several hundred
exam-realistic practice questions. *The CD also contains a free network simulator with new
exercises. This new edition has been fully updated to refresh the content, add new exercises,
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and enhance certain essential CCENT and CCNA exam topics. The previous single chapter on
IP Addressing and Subnetting has been completely rewritten, to make the concepts easier to
understand and absorb. A significant amount of new practice exercises have been added to
help master this complex and important topic. These new exercises will help you not only
master the concepts but also help improve your subnet calculation speed, which is a critical
factor for success on the exam. In addition to these changes, the TCP/IP and OSI Networking
Models and Fundamentals of LANs chapters were also completely updated and rewritten. The
Numeric Reference Table appendix was also completely revised. In addition to the wealth of
updated content, this new edition also includes a series of free hands-on exercises to help
master several real-world configuration activities. These exercises can be performed on the
CCNA Network Simulator, ICND1 Lite Edition included for free on the CD-ROM. Finally, the
practice test has been fully updated to the new Pearson IT Certification Practice Test software,
offering a wealth of customization options and reporting features along with several hundred
exam-realistic practice questions.
DevNet Associate DEVASC 200-901 Official Certification Guide is Cisco's official,
comprehensive self-study resource for Cisco's DEVASC 200-901 exam: your pathway to the
DevNet Associate Certification demonstrating your knowledge of application development and
automation on Cisco platforms. Written by Cisco experts based on Cisco's own internal
training, it clearly explains the value of each technique, presents realistic use cases, introduces
solution components, illuminates their inner workings, and shows how to execute on what
you've learned in practice. Designed for all Cisco DevNet Associate candidates, it covers every
DEVASC 200-901 objective concisely and logically, with extensive teaching features designed
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to promote retention and understanding. You'll find: Pre-chapter quizzes to assess knowledge
upfront and focus your study more efficiently Foundation topics sections that explain concepts
and configurations, and link theory to practice Key topics sections calling attention to every
figure, table, and list you must know Exam Preparation sections with additional chapter review
features Final preparation chapter providing tools and a complete final study plan A
customizable practice test library This guide offers comprehensive, up-to-date coverage of all
DEVASC 200-901 topics related to: Software development and design Understanding and
using APIs Cisco platforms and development Application deployment and security
Infrastructure and automation Network fundamentals
Trust the best selling Official Cert Guide series from Cisco Press to help you learn,
prepare, and practice for exam success. This series is built with the objective of
providing assessment, review, and practice to help ensure you are fully prepared for
your certification exam. Master Cisco CCNA Wireless 200-355 exam topics Assess
your knowledge with chapter-opening quizzes Review key concepts with exam
preparation tasks This is the eBook edition of the CCNA Wireless 200-355 Official Cert
Guide. This eBook does not include the companion DVD with practice exam that comes
with the print edition. CCNA Wireless 200-355 Official Cert Guide presents you with an
organized test-preparation routine through the use of proven series elements and
techniques. “Do I Know This Already?” quizzes open each chapter and enable you to
decide how much time you need to spend on each section. Exam topic lists make
referencing easy. Chapter-ending Exam Preparation Tasks help you drill on key
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concepts you must know thoroughly. CCNA Wireless 200-355 Official Cert Guide
focuses specifically on the objectives for the Cisco CCNA WIFUND exam. Leading
network engineer and best-selling Cisco certification author David Hucaby shares
preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify areas of weakness and
improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills. Material is presented in a
concise manner, focusing on increasing your understanding and retention of exam
topics. Well regarded for its level of detail, assessment features, comprehensive design
scenarios, and challenging review questions and exercises, this official study guide
helps you master the concepts and techniques that will enable you to succeed on the
exam the first time. The official study guide helps you master all the topics on the
CCNA WIFUND 200-355 exam, including RF signals, modulations, standards, and
performance Antenna theory Wireless LAN topologies and 802.11 frame types Wireless
AP coverage planning Cisco wireless architectures Autonomous, cloud, and controller-
based deployments Controller discovery, roaming, and RRM Wireless security WLAN
configuration Wireless guest network implementation Client connectivity Cisco wireless
network management Troubleshooting interference and connectivity CCNA Wireless
200-355 Official Cert Guide is part of a recommended learning path from Cisco that
includes simulation and hands-on training from authorized Cisco Learning Partners and
self-study products from Cisco Press. To find out more about instructor-led training, e-
learning, and hands-on instruction offered by authorized Cisco Learning Partners
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worldwide, please visit http://www.cisco.com/web/learning/index.html.
CCNA ICND2 200-101 Official Cert Guide, Academic Edition, is a comprehensive
textbook and study package for an intermediate-level networking course. This book has
been completely revised to align to Cisco''s new CCNA 200-101 ICND2 exam. Material
is presented in a concise manner, focusing on increasing student''s retention and recall
of exam topics. The book is printed in four color, allowing students to benefit from
carefully crafted figures that utilize color to convey concepts. Students will organize
their study through the use of the consistent features in these chapters, including:
Foundation Topics -- These sections make up the majority of the page count, explaining
concepts, configurations, with emphasis on the theory and concepts, and with linking
the theory to the meaning of the configuration commands. Key Topics -- Inside the
Foundation Topics sections, every figure, table, or list that should absolutely be
understood and remembered for the exam is noted with the words "Key Topic" in the
margin. This tool allows the reader to quickly review the most important details in each
chapter. Chapter-ending Summaries -- These bulleted lists provide a quick and concise
review of the key topics covered in each chapter. Chapter-ending Review Questions --
Each chapter provides a set of multiple choice questions that help student''s test their
knowledge of the chapter concepts, including answers and full explanations. Chapter-
ending Exercises -- Each chapter concludes with a series of exercises designed to help
students increase their retention of the chapter content including key term reviews, key
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topic tables, command review exercises, and memory table exercises. Part Reviews --
This new edition includes a new part review feature that helps students consolidate
their knowledge of concepts presented across multiple chapters. A new mind mapping
exercise helps students build strong mental maps of concepts. A new exam bank of
part review questions helps students test themselves with scenario-based questions
that span multiple topics. In addition to these powerful chapter learning, review, and
practice features, this book also contains several other features that make it a truly
effective and comprehensive study package, including: A Getting Started chapter at the
beginning of the book offer terrific advice for how to use the book features and build an
effective study plan. The DVD contains over 60 minutes of video mentoring from the
author on challenging topics such as OSPF, EIGRP, EIGRP Metrics, PPP, and CHAP.
The book comes complete with the CCNA ICND2 Network Simulator Lite software,
providing students with the opportunity to practice their hands-on command line
interface skills with Cisco routers and switches. The 13 labs included for free with this
product cover a range of EIGRP configuration and troubleshooting exercises. The
Pearson IT Certification Practice Test software that comes with the book includes 4 full
ICND2 exams and 4 full CCNA exams, providing tons of opportunities to assess and
practice. Including the book review questions and part review questions, the exam bank
includes more than 500 unique practice questions. A Final Preparation Chapter helps
students review for final exams and prepare to take the official Cisco CCNA exams, if
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they want to achieve that certification. A Study Plan Template is included on the DVD to
help students organize their study time.
Trust the best-selling Official Cert Guide series from Cisco Press to help you learn,
prepare, and practice for exam success. They are built with the objective of providing
assessment, review, and practice to help ensure you are fully prepared for your
certification exam. This book, combined with CCNA 200-301 Official Cert Guide,
Volume 1, covers all the exam topics on the CCNA 200-301 exam. · Master Cisco
CCNA 200-301 exam topics · Assess your knowledge with chapter-opening quizzes ·
Review key concepts with exam preparation tasks This is the eBook edition of CCNA
200-301 Official Cert Guide, Volume 2. This eBook does not include access to the
Pearson Test Prep practice exams that comes with the print edition. CCNA 200-301
Official Cert Guide, Volume 2 presents you with an organized test preparation routine
through the use of proven series elements and techniques. “Do I Know This Already?”
quizzes open each chapter and enable you to decide how much time you need to
spend on each section. Exam topic lists make referencing easy. Chapter-ending Exam
Preparation Tasks help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly. CCNA
200-301 Official Cert Guide, Volume 2 from Cisco Press enables you to succeed on the
exam the first time and is the only self-study resource approved by Cisco. Best-selling
author Wendell Odom shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you identify
areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge and hands-on skills.
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This complete study package includes · A test-preparation routine proven to help you
pass the exams · Do I Know This Already? quizzes, which enable you to decide how
much time you need to spend on each section · Chapter-ending Key Topic tables,
which help you drill on key concepts you must know thoroughly · The powerful Pearson
Test Prep Practice Test software, complete with hundreds of well-reviewed, exam-
realistic questions, customization options, and detailed performance reports · A free
copy of the CCNA 200-301 Network Simulator, Volume 2 Lite software, complete with
meaningful lab exercises that help you hone your hands-on skills with the command-
line interface for routers and switches · Links to a series of hands-on config labs
developed by the author · Online interactive practice exercises that help you enhance
your knowledge · More than 50 minutes of video mentoring from the author · An online
interactive Flash Cards application to help you drill on Key Terms by chapter · A final
preparation chapter, which guides you through tools and resources to help you craft
your review and test-taking strategies · Study plan suggestions and templates to help
you organize and optimize your study time Well regarded for its level of detail, study
plans, assessment features, hands-on labs, and challenging review questions and
exercises, this official study guide helps you master the concepts and techniques that
ensure your exam success. CCNA 200-301 Official Cert Guide, Volume 2, combined
with CCNA 200-301 Official Cert Guide, Volume 1, walk you through all the exam topics
found in the Cisco 200-301 exam. Topics covered in Volume 2 include · IP access
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control lists · Security services · IP services · Network architecture · Network
automation Companion Website: Companion Website: The companion website
contains CCNA Network Simulator Lite software, practice exercises, 50 minutes of
video training, and other study resources. See the Where Are the Companion Files on
the last page of your eBook file for instructions on how to access. In addition to the
wealth of content, this new edition includes a series of free hands-on exercises to help
you master several real-world configuration activities. These exercises can be
performed on the CCNA 200-301 Network Simulator Lite, Volume 2 software included
for free on the companion website that accompanies this book.
The perfect introduction to pen testing for all IT professionals and students · Clearly
explains key concepts, terminology, challenges, tools, and skills · Covers the latest
penetration testing standards from NSA, PCI, and NIST Welcome to today’s most
useful and practical introduction to penetration testing. Chuck Easttom brings together
up-to-the-minute coverage of all the concepts, terminology, challenges, and skills you’ll
need to be effective. Drawing on decades of experience in cybersecurity and related IT
fields, Easttom integrates theory and practice, covering the entire penetration testing
life cycle from planning to reporting. You’ll gain practical experience through a start-to-
finish sample project relying on free open source tools. Throughout, quizzes, projects,
and review sections deepen your understanding and help you apply what you’ve
learned. Including essential pen testing standards from NSA, PCI, and NIST,
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Penetration Testing Fundamentals will help you protect your assets–and expand your
career options. LEARN HOW TO · Understand what pen testing is and how it’s used ·
Meet modern standards for comprehensive and effective testing · Review cryptography
essentials every pen tester must know · Perform reconnaissance with Nmap, Google
searches, and ShodanHq · Use malware as part of your pen testing toolkit · Test for
vulnerabilities in Windows shares, scripts, WMI, and the Registry · Pen test websites
and web communication · Recognize SQL injection and cross-site scripting attacks ·
Scan for vulnerabilities with OWASP ZAP, Vega, Nessus, and MBSA · Identify Linux
vulnerabilities and password cracks · Use Kali Linux for advanced pen testing · Apply
general hacking technique ssuch as fake Wi-Fi hotspots and social engineering ·
Systematically test your environment with Metasploit · Write or customize sophisticated
Metasploit exploits
&>CCENT/CCNA ICND1 100-101 Official Cert Guide, Academic Edition is a
comprehensive textbook and study package for a beginner-level networking course.
This book has been completely revised to align to Cisco's new CCENT 100-101 ICND1
exam. Material is presented in a concise manner, focusing on increasing student's
retention and recall of exam topics. The book is printed in four color, allowing students
to benefit from carefully crafted figures that utilize color to convey concepts. Students
will organize their study through the use of the consistent features in these chapters,
including: • Foundation Topics — These sections make up the majority of the page
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count, explaining concepts, configurations, with emphasis on the theory and concepts,
and with linking the theory to the meaning of the configuration commands. • Key Topics
— Inside the Foundation Topics sections, every figure, table, or list that should
absolutely be understood and remembered for the exam is noted with the words “Key
Topic” in the margin. This tool allows the reader to quickly review the most important
details in each chapter. • Chapter-ending Summaries — These bulleted lists provide a
quick and concise review of the key topics covered in each chapter. • Chapter-ending
Review Questions — Each chapter provides a set of multiple choice questions that help
student's test their knowledge of the chapter concepts, including answers and full
explanations. • Chapter-ending Exercises — Each chapter concludes with a series of
exercises designed to help students increase their retention of the chapter content
including key term reviews, key topic tables, command review exercises, and memory
table exercises. • Part Reviews — This new edition includes a new part review feature
that helps students consolidate their knowledge of concepts presented across multiple
chapters. A new mind mapping exercise helps students build strong mental maps of
concepts. A new exam bank of part review questions helps students test themselves
with scenario-based questions that span multiple topics. In addition to these powerful
chapter learning, review, and practice features, this book also contains several other
features that make it a truly effective and comprehensive study package, including: • A
Getting Started chapter at the beginning of the book offer terrific advice for how to use
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the book features and build an effective study plan. • The DVD contains over 90
minutes of video mentoring from the author on challenging topics such as CLI
navigation, router configuration, switch basics, VLANs, and subnetting. • The book
comes complete with the CCENT/CCNA ICND1 Network Simulator Lite software,
providing students with the opportunity to practice their hands-on command line
interface skills with Cisco routers and switches. The 13 labs included for free with this
product cover a range of IP addressing configuration and troubleshooting exercises. •
The Pearson IT Certification Practice Test software that comes with the book includes 4
full ICND1 exams and 4 full CCNA exams, providing tons of opportunities to assess and
practice. Including the book review questions and part review questions, the exam bank
includes more than 600 unique practice questions. • This book also comes with a free
version of the Premium Edition eBook, allowing students to access the digital copy in
PDF, EPUB, or Kindle format on their computer or mobile device. • A Final Preparation
Chapter helps students review for final exams and prepare to take the official Cisco
CCNA exams, if they want to achieve that certification. • A Study Plan Template is
included on the DVD to help students organize their study time. The 1 hour 14 minute
presentation found at the fo
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